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The destinations frequented by the world’s biggest stars are finally at the fingertips of online holiday
bookers thanks to WorldTop7. The new travel portal allows users to select and book holiday
destinations based on first-class tips and recommendations from models, actors and media
professionals, creating an easy way to holiday like an A-list celebrity.
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Working with only the highest quality locations including over 3,000 hotels, restaurants and hangouts
in 180 destinations worldwide, the site gives users the power to create their own A-list inspired travel
itineraries. The calibre of the venues speaks for itself as WorldTop7 purely focuses on spots that are
favoured by top celebrities, an often demanding audience that expect the highest quality in all areas.
Whether it’s a secluded beach hotel frequented by Jennifer Aniston, such as the One & Only Palmilla
Resort in Mexico, or a five-star villa used by the likes of Justin Timberlake at the Borgo Egnazia Hotel
Villas Fasano in Italy, those looking for an indulgent break away from their busy lifestyles can be safe
in the knowledge they are in good hands.
Extending its reach beyond hotels, the new travel portal also advises on the restaurants and bars
preferred by A-list stars, giving holidaymakers the chance to mirror the extravagant lifestyles of
celebrities on a well-earned break.
Making high quality lifestyle accommodation accessible to a wider audience, WorldTop7 is connected
to over 100 international hotel portals allowing customers access to exclusive deals and holiday
packages, many up to 80% cheaper than normal packages, combining money-saving deals with social
discovery.
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Aside from the cities of London, New York, Los Angeles and Paris, WorldTop7 offers the top seven
restaurants and hotels in each location, all of which are recommended by the elite meaning users can
be assured they are booking the place to eat or rest.
Nicole Allmann, Co-Founder of WorldTop7, comments, “We feel passionate about offering a personal
service that hand-picks the cream of the crop so people can travel like those ‘in the know’. The site
will remove the arduous task of trawling through gossip pages, for anyone looking for a celebrity
endorsed holiday hotspot.”
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